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www.techsouthwest.co.uk

Tech South
West Awards
Tech South West has never been busier,
with more members, more tech clusters,
science parks and companies working with
us to help connect, promote and celebrate
the region’s fastest growing sector.
Run by tech companies and tech clusters
operating across the region, we offer a
platform for members, the region’s technology
sector, education, government, companies
and other organisations keen to engage
with the sector and support its growth.

Lead Partner

Supporting
Partners

Category
Sponsors

As the organisation grows, the support
of key Partners and Sponsors is vital in
helping us to achieve these objectives.
2021 is set to be our busiest and
most important year, helping to
foster connection, collaboration and
growth in tough economic times.
And to do that, we will need a strong set of
Partners and Sponsors whose own future
is aligned to working with and enabling the
tech community to achieve its full potential.
This report summarises the activity generated
for our Partners and Sponsors around
the 2020 Tech South West Awards.
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2020
engagement

Build up

Media coverage

Twitter

• Award emails to members: 70

• 30 articles - launch, announcing
shortlist, winners revealed

- On the night

• Emails featuring all Partners and
Sponsors’ branding: 33
• Individual sponsor announcements: 22

Engagement with the
tech community started
in May 2020, as we
launched the awards and
began to encourage the
first entries.
This included social media, regular
emails to our 2000+ members,
media coverage, the Tech South
West Awards website, Hopin event
page, and talking with the many
tech clusters and organisations
that form the Tech South West
steering group and other key
supporters - Engine Shed, Digital
Plymouth, Tech Exeter, Software
Cornwall, Tech Swindon, Digital
Northern Devon, TechSPARK,
Digital Taunton, Torbay HiTech Cluster and Silicon South,
Falmouth Launchpad, Plymouth
Science Park, Exeter Science Park,
Bristol and Bath Science Park,
SETsquared, Porton Science Park,
FutureSpace in Bristol and others.

• 46 posts
• 122 retweets
• 422 likes

• Twitter engagement celebrating Partners
and Sponsors from July onwards
• Judging event

Twitter

• Partners and Sponsors involved in 5 Tech
Gathering online events

- from launch of awards to event
(May 1 - Nov 27)

• Partner and Sponsor content at
techsouthwest.co.uk

• 586 posts
• 955 retweets
• 1985 likes

Digital Ceremony
• Registrations: 222

Instagram

• Attendees: 213

- from launch of awards to event

• Total chat messages: 1200

• 302 posts

• Stage visitors: 189

• 531 likes

• Session visitors: 139
• 17 Partners and Sponsors involved in
Expo
• Expo visitors: 63

Tech South West Linkedin
- one month sample (November)

• 67 1:1 networking meetings
• Average user rating of event: 10 out of 10

• 604 Total Page Views
• 104 new followers

Brand references:
• Sponsor thank yous in awards ceremony
video
• Sponsor branding throughout awards
‘ceremony video
• Headline Partner and Supporting
Partners branding in awards ceremony
video
• 447 downloads and views of online
programme featuring sponsor branding

• 22,608 post impressions
This does not include other LinkedIn
posts and sharing by other people and
organisations through the year.

TribeTech Awards Podcast
• 43 listens

• Prominent Headline Partner and
Supporting Partner sections and quotes
in programme
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What they said
Being involved in both Tech
South West personally and
as a supporting sponsor of
the awards is great. Tech
South West is an incredibly
important convening point
for our tech industry and has
done so much to shine a light
on all the great and innovative
things happening in our
amazing part of the world. I
hope we can have ongoing
involvement for many years!”
Paul Coles, English Regions
Director, BT Group (2020
Lead Partner)

The Tech South West Awards go from strength
to strength. Despite COVID, the digital award
ceremony was awesome! Tech South West continues
to do a fantastic job to promote the South West as
the thriving technology ecosystem it is.”
Harry Singer, Managing Director,
Singer Instruments (2020 Winner)

In just two years, the Tech South West awards have
become a highlight of the tech calendar for me. I was
incredibly impressed by the execution of a virtual
event and the energy and engagement it garnered
from the community. The standard of all nominations
was incredibly high - a great night all round.”

Although we were unable to get under
one roof to celebrate, the Tech South
West team organised a brilliant virtual
awards evening. There was a real buzz
from the event, with interactive live
chat, virtual awards ceremony, expo
area and 1:1 networking sessions.
A massive congratulations to all the
finalists and winners, and a big thank
you to the team at Tech South West
for once again organising a fantastic
event. We look forward to continuing
to work with Tech South West.”

The 2020 Tech South West Awards
was a brilliant celebration of the best
innovators and entrepreneurs from
across the region. By embracing new
digital platforms it excelled, creating
an exciting and engaging experience
like I have never seen before. The
event also brought together a
strong sense of community, bringing
companies together from across the
region to talk and work together.
A great event and one I would
thoroughly recommend.”

Pippa Clarke, Head of Technology,
Innovation and Growth, Bishop
Fleming (2020 Supporting Partner)

Jake Rigby, Research
and Development Lead,
BMT (2020 Winner)

Vicky Hunter, Entrepreneur Engagement Manager South West, Tech Nation

Tech South West Steering Group
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Media coverage
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2021: Our busiest year
2020 saw a big increase in membership and
partnerships at Tech South West. This has led to
exciting new developments being launched by
Tech South West in 2021.

The region’s quarterly Tech Leadership Forum gets underway and we are
continuing the popular monthly Tech Gathering series. The Tech South West
Awards 2021 will launch this Easter.
Opportunities for Partners and Sponsors, featuring new Premium Partner
packages covering a wide range of activity with the tech sector, including StartUp
Studio and a new Tech Summit, will be published in the coming weeks.
Our 2020 Partners and Sponsors will be sent these first, a week before other
interested companies and organisations are given the opportunity to get involved.

Email us on leah.watts@techsouthwest.co.uk or
call Dan Pritchard on 07730 363728.
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